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Markets	Recap
Election drama and the prospect of future
Fed rate increases set the stage for a
volatile October. European Stocks took the
biggest hit for the month, giving back 3.4%
to move into negative territory at -3.1%
YTD. US Stocks cooled off 2.2% for the
month, easing back to 5.7% for 2016. US
Bonds sold off as inflation fears ramped up,
losing 0.8% and falling to a 5.0% gain YTD.

from a long-term investment plan, give in
to those emotions and to park assets on
the sidelines. We believe this to be a
flawed approach formany reasons.

Firstly, it is important to keep in mind that
markets move up or down in response
to new information. The fact that someone
will win the next election cannot possibly
be new information. Market participants
are very much aware of the race tightening
and have been trading accordingly. Market
gains tend to come when least expected;
often when comfort levels are low. Being
able to stick to an investment plan even
during shaky times canmake a huge impact
on your bottom line over the long run.

Secondly, there is the question of timing.
Let's say an investor attempts to avoid
fallout of the election outcome by moving
into cash, and that particular investor's
fears are realized and the "other
candidate” wins. When is the right time for

allocation. We cannot predict what asset
class or region will be in favor, but we can
have faith in the managers we are selecting
in each of those areas.

Which brings us to our f inal point. Cape
Ann Capital conducts a rigorous selection
process to identify time-tested managers
who have consis tently outperformed
throughout many market conditions. We
place faith in these managers to position
their investments accordingly based on
their outlook for the election, along with
countless other market forces. For
instance, we have seen one of our global
stock funds take a defensive posture over
the past few months by increasing their
exposure to cash and hard assets to more
than 25% of the portfolio. We believe
these managers have proven their ability to
respond to new information and prefer to
have them working on our side; they lose
this ability if we "take the knife out of the
chef's hands" by selling the fund.

Many of these points extend well beyond
the election and serve as sound advice
when dealing with any unknowable
outcome. As long-term investors we
embrace risk because without it there
would be no excess return. Cape Ann
Capital begins every client re lationship with
agreement on a long-term asset allocation
target, which becomes the guidepost for a
long-term investment plan. We are
confident that sticking with the plan, even
on days like November 8th, is not only the
surest way to long-term success, but also
the surest path to a good night’s sleep.
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Figure1:	Investors	collectively	have	shown	a	very	poor	track	record	when	it	comes	to	timing	the	market	
Source:	Forbes,	How	Much	Will	You	Earn	On	Your	Stocks	And	Bonds? (6/28/14)

that investor to dive back in? The day after
the election…a year…a pres idential term?
As the Brexit drama in June demonstrated,
even after the event occurred, it took a
few days of very choppy trading to realize
that there were still many unknowns
ahead, and when the dust settled, many
markets were in the same place they were
before the event occurred. Figure 1 further
drives home this point, as investors have a
terrible knack of crowding into the market
at precisely the worst moment, then
subsequently selling frantically just before
a recovery.

Cape Ann takes a globally-diversified
approach. We have mutual funds investing
globally in cash alternatives, bonds, stocks,
and commodities so that the fortunes of a
single geography or asset class does not
dictate the success of the overall portfolio.
A dip for US stocks might mean a boon for
hard assets represented in the commodity

Separating the Bulls and Bears from the
Donkeys and Elephants
November 8th is upon us. Every glance at
the TV, newspaper, laptop, tablet, or
mobile device leads us to election
coverage. Every day provides a new round
of scandals and name calling, fueling
animosity and fear on both ends of the
political spectrum.

On top of that, volatility has picked up in
recent days as the race has again
tightened. Thinking about your retirement
savings, it is easy to get white-knuckled
about a potential choppy ride ahead. There
is temptation in this climate to deviate
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